Here is a list of
popular equipment
Hirstwood uses on
courses and hands
training.
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The ‘ION party starter’ is a lighting up Bluetooth
speaker. The sound is not incredible but for the
size of the unit the light is wonderful.

‘Shadow board’ is the light storing
sheet which is used to make fire exit signs. You can
store shadows or write in light with a UV torch.

‘UV torches’ are available from many suppliers but you
need to find reasonable quality products as there are
some very cheap offerings.

‘Sound to light bars’ and other effects are cheap and
very effective. Placed in opaque boxes they are a
wonderful effect.

‘Meteorlight Glow balls’ light up and are very tough. They
can be bounced around and as a bonus they float in water.

‘Survival sheets’ have been around for years and are
still very effective for reflecting light for visual
stimulation.

‘Wowee’ speakers are great for sound vibration with
resonance boards and even ordinary chairs. The ‘Wowee’
professional is a Bluetooth version, but it can be
difficult to get.

‘Hotrose Rotating Disco KTV Bar Party Stage light’ is
the name of this product. Its actually small and mains
powered but has a remote control.

‘Sunflower LED sound control lights’ are sound
operated and best used in boxes. They can be used with
survival sheets to create a stunning sound to light
effect.

These items are novelties and not toys, learners should never be
left alone with either battery or mains powered equipment.
These items are all available on Amazon but if you would like to
save yourself time finding the individual items and the training
movies then look at the sensory kits at Hirstwood.com
You also receive training movies and PDF instructions to
ensure safe and effective

use.http://www.hirstwood.com/sensory-kits/
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